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This is in response to your letters dated December 142009 and January 262010

concerning the shareholder proposal submitted to Coca-Cola by Alice de Perry and

Eleanor Hand We also have received letters on behalf of Alice de Perry dated

January 202010 and January 292010 Our response is attached to the enclosed

photocopy of your correspondence By doing this we avoid having to recite or

summarize the facts set forth in the correspondence Copies of all of the correspondence

also will be provided to the proponents

In connection with this matter your attention is directed to the enclosure which

sets forth brief discussion ofthe Divisions informal procedures regarding shareholder

proposals

Enclosures

cc Sanford Lewis

P.O Box 231

Amherst MA 01004-0231

Sincerely

Heather Maples

Senior Special Counsel

DMSION OF

CORPORATION FINANCE

Sharon Nixon

Securities Counsel

Office of the Secretary

The Coca-Cola Company

P.O Box 1734

Atlanta GA 30301

FEB 172010

ii DC 205 49

Re The Coca-Cola Company

IncominS letter dated December 142009

Dear Ms Nixon



The Coca-Cola Company

February 17 2010

Page of

Eleanor Hand

FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16



February 172010

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Re The Coca-Cola Company

Incoming letter dated December 14 2009

The proposal requests that the company publish report discussing policy options

responsive to concerns regarding bottled water

There appears to be some basis for your view that Coca-Cola may exclude the

proposal under rule 14a-8i7 as relating to Coca-Colas ordinary business operations

In our view the proposal focuses primarily on the product information disclosure the

company should provide to customers regarding its bottled water products Proposals

that concern customer relations and decisions relating to product quality are generally

excludable under rule 4a-8i7 Accordingly we will not recommend enforcement

action to the Commission if Coca-Cola omits the proposal from its proxy materials in

reliance on rule 14a-8i7

Sincerely

Rose Zukin

Attorney-Adviser



DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE
INFO FMAL PROCEDURES REGARDING SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS

The Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility with respect to

matters arising under Rule 14a-8 CFR 240.14a-8 as with other matters under the proxy
rules is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions
and to detennine initially whether or not it may be appropriate in particular matter to

recommend enforcement action to the Commission In connection with shareholder proposal

under Rule 14a-8 the Divisions staff considers the information furnished to it by the Company
in support of its intention to exclude the proposals from the Companys proxy materials aswell

as any information furnished by the proponent or the proponents representative

Although.Rule 14a-8k does not require any communications from shareholders to the

Commissions staff the staff will always consider information concerning alleged violations of
the statutes administered by the Commission including argument as to whether or not activities

proposed to be taken would be violative of the statute or rule involved The receipt by the staff

of such information however should not be construed as changing the staffs informal

procedures and proxy review into formal or adversary procedure

It is important to note that the staffs and Commissions no-action responses to

Rule l4a-8j submissions reflect only informal views The determinations reached in these no-

action letters do not and cannot adjudicate the merits of companys position with respect to the

proposal Only court such as U.S District Court can decide whether company is obligated

to include shareholder proposals in its proxy materials Accordingly discretionary

determination not to recommend or take Commission enforcement action does not preclude

proponent or any shareholder ofa company from pursuing any rights he or she may have against

the company in court should the management omit the proposal from the companys proxy
material



SANFORD LEWIS ATTORNEY

January 29 2010

Via email

Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

100 Street N.E

Washington D.C 20549

Re Shareholder Proposal to the Coca-Cola Company on The Bottled Water Issue

submitted by Alice de Perry-- Supplemental Response

Ladies and Gentlemen

Alice de Perry the Proponent is the beneficial owner of common stock of The Coca-Cola

Company the Company and has submitted shareholder proposal the Proposal to the

Company have been asked by the Proponent to reply to the supplemental letter from the

Company dated January 26 2010 confirming the Companys position of December 14 2009

sent to the Securities and Exchange Commissionby the Company In that letter the Company

responds to our letter of January 20 2009 copy of this letter is being e-mailed concurrently to

Sharon Nixon Securities Counsel The Coca-Cola Company

Summary

The Company in its supplemental letter makes much of the idea that the resolution relates as

much to consumer information as to energy and environment Regardless of whether the

resolution is environmental in the sense described by SLB 14C the environment/health value

proposition associated with bottled water has escalated to the level of nonexciudable social

controversy with high level of media legislative and public debate

Discussion

Regardless of whether it is characterized as an environmental issue or an

environment/health value issue the controversy addressed by the Proposal is

significant social policy issue facing the Company that transcends ordinary business

The company makes much of whether the current resolution falls within the category of

environmental issues that can be transcendent social policy issue or whether it relates to

consumer protection issue While Staff Legal Bulletin 14C referenced environmental issues

specifically any social controversy regardless of whether it focuses on the environment can be

significant social policy issue that transcends ordinary business and represents
nonexcludable

issue In the present instance the consideration by policy makers and consumers of whether to

continue consuming and purchasing bottled water is entrenched in controversy that is woven

P0 Box 231 Amherst MA 01004-0231 sanford1ewisstrategiccounseI.net

413 549-7333 ph 781 207-7895 fax



Coca-Cola Co Proposal on Page

The Bottled Water Issue

Proponent Supplemental Response January 29 2010

with environmental health and value considerations This might best be considered as question

of environment/health value of these products The environmental issues are inseparable from

consumer concerns as the core contention in media and policy circles is that it is not worthwhile

to pay the higher cost of bottled water given both the environmental impacts and the lack of

quality and health difference compared with tap water

Regardless of whether controversy of environmental/health value is characterized as the

equivalent of an environmental issue the bottled water issue has become the type of prominent

social policy issue for which shareholders are entitled to bring resolutions See Appendix for

some examples of the prominent coverage in framing of this social controversy

The company also attempts to distinguish the Tyson Foods December 15 2009 reconsideration

by attempting to assert that the developments which elevated that issue to significant social

controversy are not present in the case of bottled water The Staff specifically mentioned market

restrictions and legislation as two developments that help to make that issue significant social

policy issue As noted in our first letter there is groundswell of activity at state and local levels

to curtail purchases of bottled water due to perception of lack of environment/health value

high-profile congressional hearings and federal legislation pending The Companys

mischaracterization of these issues as occurring at low level is not fair reflection of the breadth

and visibility of the social controversy facing bottled water As noted in our first letter these

issues have escalated through commitments of mayors federal legislators nonprofit

organizations and high visibility media into full-blown social policy controversy which is no

longer excludable under Rule 14a-8i7

Therefore we request the Staff to inform the Company that the SEC proxy rules require denial of

the Companys no-action request In the event that the Staff should decide to concur with the

Company we respectfully request an opportunity to confer with the Staff Please call me at 413
549-7333 with respect to any questions in connection with this matter or if the Staff wishes any

further information

Sincerely

Sanford Lewis

Attorney at Law

cc Alice de Perry

Sharon Nixon Securities Counsel The Coca-Cola Company



Sharon Nixon P.O Box 1734

Securities Counsel Atlanta GA 30301

Office of the Secretary 404 676-2973

Email snixon@na.ko.com Fax 404 598-2973

Rule 14a-8i7

January 262010

VIA EMAIL shareholderproposals@sec.goyi

U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

Division of Corporation Finance

Office of Chief Counsel

100 Street N.E

Washington D.C 20549

Re The Coca-Cola Company Notice of Intent to Omit from Proxy Materials Shareholder

Proposal Submitted by Alice de Perry and Eleanor Hand

Ladies and Gentlemen

The Coca-Cola Company Delaware corporation the Company is in receipt of the letter dated

January 20 2010 Proponent Response Letter submitted to the Division of Corporation Finance the Staff

of the Securities and Exchange Commission the Commission by Sanford Lewis Attorney at Law

Proponents Counsel on behalf of Alice deV Perry the Proponent asserting that the shareholder

proposal the Proposal of the Proponent and Eleanor Hand collectively the Proponents may not be

excluded from the Companys proxy materials for its 2010 Annual Meeting of Shareowners the 2010 Proxy

Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8iX7 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended the Exchange

Act

This letter is submitted to the Staff to confirm our position as set forth in our letter dated December 14

2009 Company Original Letter to the Staff that the Proposal is excludable from the 2010 Proxy Materials

pursuant to Rule 14a-8i7 under the Exchange Act For brevity sake we do not restate the text of the

Proposal herein and instead refer the Staff to Exhibit to the Company Original Letter

In accordance with Section of Staff Legal Bulletin No 4D Nov 2008 this letter is being

emailed to the Staff at shareholderproposals@sec.gov copy of this letter is being sent simultaneously to the

Proponents and the Proponents representatives and Proponents CounseL

The Proposal Does Not Raise Significant Social Policy Issue That Transcends Ordinary Business

The Commission stated in Exchange Act Release No 34-40018 May 21 1998 that proposals that

relate to ordinary business matters but focusing on sufficiently significant social policy issues e.g significant

discrimination matters generally would not be considered to be excludable from companys proxy statement

under Rule 14a-8i7 as concerning ordinary business matters The rationale for this position is that such

proposals would transcend the day-to-day business matters and raise policy issues so significant that it would be

appropriate for shareholder vote

The Proposal does not focus on sufficiently significant social policy issues nor does it raise policy

issues so signficant that it would be appropriate for shareowner vote Instead the Proposal and the



U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

Division of Corporation Finance

Office of the Chief Counsel

January 26 2010
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Proponents primary concern is that the content and source of our bottled water should be disclosed to

consumers in
greater

detail The Staff has previously agreed that these concerns are matter of ordinary

business See The Coca-Cola Company January 21 2009 reconsideration denied April 21 2009

The Proposal does not focus on the Company minimizing or eliminating operations that may

adversely affect the environment or the publics health

While it is true that the Staff has noted that it did not concur with the exclusion of proposal pursuant to

Rule 4a-8i7 the extent that proposal and supporting statement focus on the company minimizing or

eliminating operations that may adversely affect the environment or the publics health See Staff Legal

Bulletin No 4C June 28 2005 SLB 14C the Proposal in the instant case does not fall into either of those

categories The Staff noted in SLB 14C thai in determining whether the proposal involves matter of

significant social policy the Staff considers both the proposal and the supporting statement as whole The

Proposal asks the Company to prepare report on options of providing
additional information to consumers or

further modifying the production delivery or sale of bottled water products so as to minimize environmental and

energy impacts There are seven supporting statements to the Proposal which are identified by bullet points

Five of the seven statements focus on additional product information disclosure namely additional product

labeling quality testing and water source disclosure The remaining two supporting statements cite to articles

addressing the New York City Councils decision to stop purchasing bottled water without providing the basis

for the decision and addressing restaurant in Los Angeles that decided not to serve bottled water for

environmental reasons Other than the reference to that restaurant the only other times the environment is

mentioned in the Proposal are the reference to study that indicates more energy is used in the bottled water

production than for tap water and when the Proponent acknowledges that the Company has reduced the weight

of Dasani brand water bottles and has taken other steps to reduce energy use. See Proponent Response

Letter at pages 23 Looking at the Proposal and the supporting statement as whole quite clearly the focus

of the Proposal is additional disclosure to consumers regarding the content and source of our bottled water and

not on adverse environmental or public health concerns

The Proponent argues that the Proposal follows this model the model in SLB 14C regarding the

company minimizing or eliminating operations that may adversely affect the environment or the publics

health therefore it should not be excludable See Proponent Response Letter at page This argument is

without merit The Proposal must do more than follow this model in order to avoid exclusion under Rule 4a-

8i7 The Proposal and supporting statement taken as whole must actually focus on adverse environmental

or health concerns which they do not The Proposal and supporting statement cannot use environmental buzz

words in an attempt to try to fall within the framework of this exclusion under SLB 14C It cannot be mere form

over substance as in the present case where the word environmental is used but the Proposal and supporting

statement taken as whole do not focus on adverse environmental or public health concerns

Lastly the no-action letters cited by the Proponent are not applicable to the Proposal See Proponent

Response Letter at page The Proposal is not at all like the resolutions in those letters The resolutions and

supporting statements in those letters focused on adverse environmental or public health concerns and the

Proposal does not Those letters focused on human blood testing for chemicals climate change resulting from

products chemicals in products or the manufacturing process that could cause harm to the public genetically

engineered organisms remediation of contaminated sites danger from catastrophic chemical release and

greenhouse gas emissions Conversely the Proposal focuses on additional disclosure regarding the content and

source of our bottled water
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IL Tyson Foods Inc Reconsideration additional Staff guidance regarding significant social policy

exclusion is not applicable to the Proposal

In Tyson Foods Inc November 25 2009 the Staff permitted the exclusion of proposal requesting

the company to adopt policies regarding the use of antibiotics in its hog operations The proponent requested

reconsideration and the Staff granted it on December 15 2009 See Tyson Foods Inc December 15 2009

Tyson Reconsideration Upon reconsideration the Staff was unable to concur with Tysons view that it

could exclude the proposal under Rule l4a-8i7 as matter relating to the companys ordinary business

operations The Staff reversed its prior decision indicating that Tyson had basis for exclusion of the proposal

under Rule 14a-8i7 because it determined that the subject matter of the proposal raised significant

social policy issue that transcended day-to-day business operations The Proponent mischaracterizes and

oversimplifies the Staffs analysis regarding what constitutes significant social policy issue that transcends

day-to-day business operations by stating that the analysis hinges on emerging restrictions on markets and

legislative proposal pending in Congress See Proponents Response Letter at page 13 Surely it cant be

enough to merely have proposed legislation pending in Congress in order to elevate an issue to significant

social policy issue particularly in light of the fact that hundreds of bills are introduced in Congress each year

and never make it off the floor As is the case with other analyses conducted by the Staff the substance of the

legislation and not just the fact that legislation exists is critical to the significant social policy issue analysis

In looking at the specific reasons listed in Tyson Reconsideration in support of the Staffs determination

that the proposal now raised significant social policy issue the Staff pointed to the widespread public

debate concerning antimicrobial resistance increasing recognition that the use of antibiotics in raising

livestock raises significant policy issues legislation from the European Union banning the use of most

antibiotics as feed additives and recently introduced legislation in the United States Congress to prohibit the

non-therapeutic use of antibiotics in animals absent certain safety findings relating to antimicrobial resistance

In short the Staff determined that the proposal in Tyson Reconsideration raised significant adverse health

concerns that transcend day-to-day business operations and was therefore not excludable under Rule 14a-8i7

The Proposal is distinguishable from Tyson Reconsideration on several grounds Primarily the

Proposal focuses on additional disclosure regarding product contents source and additional product labeling and

not significant adverse health concerns like the proposal in Tyson Reconsideration Even if we were to assume

as the Proponent would like that the focus of the Proposal is on the comparison of the environmental energy

and quality implications of bottled water verses tap water this is not significant social policy issue None of

the four factors is applicable While there may be debate among some regarding bottled water versus tap

water there is no widespread public debate nor is there increasing recognition that the comparison of the

environmental energy and quality implications of bottled water versus tap water raises significant social

policy issue The Proponents example of Google News searches examining the words environment and

bottled water is misleading in that such search does not speak to the content of the articles or quality of the

sources of the articles and does not establish widespread public debate Moreover the fact that all of the

blogs and data cited by the Proponent in support of this proposition are from 2008 or pre-2008 does not establish

an increasing recognition that bottled water versus tap water raises significant social policy issues Lastly the

proposed U.S federal legislation cited by the Proponent does not focus on banning bottled water due to

environmental or public health concerns like in Tyson Reconsideration Instead this pending legislation raised

by the Proponent focuses on additional disclosure regarding product contents and additional product labeling

disclosure See Proponents Response Letter at page Also the fact that four out of fifty states in the United
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States are considering or have taken steps to reduce state spending on bottled water does not elevate the issue

to that of significant social policy issue

For the foregoing reasons and the reasons set forth in the Company Original Letter it is our view that

the Company may exclude the Proposal from its 2010 Proxy Materials under Rule 14a8i7

Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above the Company hereby respectfully requests confirmation that the Staff

will not recommend any enforcement action to the Commission if the Proposal is excluded from the 2010 Proxy

Materials Should the Staff disagree with the conclusions set forth in this letter the Company would appreciate

the opportunity to confer with the Staff prior to issuance of the Staffs response

Should the Staff have any questions regarding this matter please feel free to call me at

404 676-2973

Sincerely

Sharon Nixon

Securities Counsel

cc Alice de Perry

Mark FlaysCorporate Accountability International

Eleanor Hand

Rian Fried Clean Yield Asset Management

Gloria Bowden

Carol Hayes

Mark Preisinger



SANFORD LEWIS ATTORNEY

January 20 2010

Via email and overnight mail

rn

Office of Chief Counsel

livision of Corporation Finance

U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

lOOFStreetNE

Washington D.C 20549

Re Shareholder Proposal to the Coca-Cola Company on The Bottled Water Issue

submitted by Alice de Perry

Ladies and Gentlemen

Alice de Perry the Proponent is the beneficial owner of common stock of The Coca-Cola

Company the Company and has submitted shareholder proposal the Proposal to the

Company have been asked by the Proponent to respond to the letter dated December 14 2009

sent to the Securities and Exchange Commission by the Company In that letter the Company

contends that the Proposal may be excluded from the Companys 2010 proxy statement in

reliance on Rule 14a-8i7

have reviewed the Proposal as well as the letter sent by the Company and based upon the

foregoing as well as Rule 14a-8i7 it is myopinion that the Proposal must be included in the

Companys 2010 proxy materials and that it is not excludable by virtue of that Rule

copy of this letter is being e-mailed concurrently to Sharon Nixon Securities Counsel The

Coca-Cola Company

Summary

The shareholder proposal requests the company to issue report discussing policy options to

respond to the explosion of public concerns regarding the contrasting quality
environmental and

energy implications of bottled versus tap water

These issues have reached level of public concern and controversy that renders this

significant social policy issue that transcends ordinary business For instance as result of

concerns that bottled water results in more pollution higher energy consumption in greenhouse

gas emissions and potentially little quality difference despite much higher costs compared with

tap water several state and local governments have established policies to curtail purchases of

bottled water Additional environmental concerns are causing States to propose taxes on water

bottling operations Proposed federal legislation and ongoing congressional investigations are

targeting the lack of effective labeling of bottled water and misleading impressions to consumers

regarding quality compared with tap water

P0 Box 231 Amherst MA 01004-0231 sanfordlewisstrategiccouflSeLflet

413 549-7333 ph 781 207-7895 fax



Coca-Cola Co Proposal on Page

The Bottled Water Issue

Proponent Response January 20 2010

The issue also
appears

to have potentially serious implications for the companys business

reputation and markets In addition the resolution does not ruicromanage the companys

business but instead asks for report to discuss policy options responding to these public

concerns

The Proposal

For convenience of Staff review the full resolution is included below

The Bottled Water Issue

Whereas the relative quality and sOcial energy and environmental impacts of bottled water in

comparison to tap water have become major public issue

June 20 2008 New York Times article Bottles Bottles Everywhere Amid the Drops We

Drink notes that New York City Council decision to stop purchasing bottled water was

part of nationwide movement against the growth in consumption of bottled water

September 102008 Los Angeles Times article Grace Restaurant to Stop Serving Bottled

Watef noted that The environmental cost of bottled water is becoming an increasingly hot-

button issue as the race for the White House pivots around renewable energy versus off-shore

drilling

These concerns have spurred action by public policy makers and other industry players

On July 102009 the U.S House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation part of the

House Energy and Commerce Committee convened hearing on gaps in government

oversight and industry practices regarding product labeling and quality testing
disclosure for

bottled water products

At this hearing focal point was Government Accountability Office GAO study

requested by Congress which found that the information provided to consumers by bottlers

bottled water quality testing and sourcing is less than what EPA requires of public

water systems and that consumers may benefit from such additional information

In conjunction with this hearing members of Congress escalated this inquiry by contacting

major U.S water bottlers including our Company formally requesting information regarding

water quality controls breaches in water quality and the names and locations of each

companys water sources

An October 172008 New York Times editorial Water and What Else stated that public

water supplies water quality reports are not always as helpful as they should be. .but at

least they are readily available and the same details should be publicly available for bottled

water. .for the extra cost and the promise of added purity. .consumers should be able to see

certified data that prove it
Coca-Colas major competitors Pepsi and Nestle have changed the labels of tap-water-based

brands Aquafina and Pure Life to clearly indicate at the point of sale that their water is

sourced from public water utilities while Coca-Cola has failed to take similar action

Although the company has reduced the weight of Dasani brand water bottles and has taken other
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The Bottled Water Issue

Proponent Response January 20 2010

steps to reduce energy use studies show bottled water consumes much more energy than tap

water 2009 study published in Environmental Research Letters found that bottled water uses

as much as 2000 times the energy of tap water

Resolved

Shareholders ask the company to publish report at reasonable expense and excluding

proprietary information discussing policy options to respond to the public concerns described

above regarding bottled water including but not limited to the options of providing additional

information to consumers or further modifying the production delivery or sale of bottled water

products so as to minimize environmental and energy impacts

Analysis

The Pronosal raises shrnificant social uolicv issues facing the ComDanv and therefore

transcends ordinary business

The Company asserts that the resolution is excludable because its subject matter relates to the

Companys ordinary business operations However because the resolution relates to substantial

social policy issues facing the Company the Proposal transcends excludable ordinary business

under Rule 14a-8i7

The Staff has explained that the general underlying policy of Rule 14a-8iX7 is to confine the

resolution of ordinary business problems to management and the board of directors since it is

impracticable for shareholders to decide how to solve such problems at an annual shareholders

meeting SEC Release 3440018 May 21 1998 The first central consideration upon which

that policy rests is that tasks are so fundamental to managements ability to run

company on day-to-day basis that they could not as practical matter be subject to direct

shareholder oversight Id The second central consideration underlying the exclusion for matters

related to the Companys ordinary business operations is the degree to which the proposal seeks

to micro-manage the company by probing too deeply into matters of complex nature upon

which shareholders as group would not be in position to make an informed judgment Id

The second consideration comes into play when proposal involves methods for implementing

complex policies Id

proposal cannot be excluded under Rule 14a-8i7 if it focuses on significant policy issues

As explained in Roosevelt El DuPont de Nemours Co 958 2d 416 DC Cir 1992

proposal maynot be excluded if it has significant policy economic or other implications Id at

426 Interpreting that standard the Court spoke of actions which are extraordinary i.e one

involving fundamental business strategy or long term goals Id at 427

Thus the SEC has held that where proposals involve business matters that are mundane in

nature and do not involve any substantiai policy or other considerations the subparagraph may
be relied upon to omit them Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union Wal-Mart
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Proponent Response January 20 2010

Stores Inc 821 Supp 877 891 S.D.N.Y 1993 quoting Exchange Act Release No 12999

41 Fed Reg 52994 52998 Dec 1976 1976 Interpretive Release emphasis added

The SEC clarified in Exchange Act Release No 34-40018 May 21 1998 1998 Interpretive

Release that Ordinary Business exclusion determinations would hinge on two factors

Subject Matter of the Proposal Certain tasks are so fundamental to managements ability to run

company on thy-to-day basis that they could not as practical matter be subject to direct

shareholder oversight Examples include the management of the workforce such as hiring

promotion and termination of employees decisions on the production quality and quantity and

the retention of suppliers However proposals relating to such matters but focusing on

sufficiently significant social policy issues e.g sign jflcant discrimination matters generaly

would not be considered to be excludable because the proposals would transcend the day-to-day

business matters and raise policy issues so significant that it would be appropriate for

shareholder vote 1998 Interpretive Release emphasis added

Micro-Managing the Company The Commission indicated that shareholders as group will

not be in position to make an informed judgment if the proposal seeks to micro-manage the

company by probing too deeply into matters of complex nature upon which shareholders as

group would not be in position to make an informed judgment Id Such micro-management

may occur where the proposal seeks intricate detail or seeks specific time-frames or methods

for implementing complex policies Id However timing questions for instance could involve

significant policy where large differences are at stake and proposals may seek reasonable level

of detail without running afoul of these considerations Id

The SEC has also made it clear that under the Rule the burden is on the company to

demonstrate that it is entitled to exclude proposaL Id emphasis added Rule 14a-8g In

the present case the company has not met this burden

The subject matter of the present proposal is non-excludable social policy issue

Recent staff bulletins have built upon prior releases to reinforce the notion that resolutions

focusing on minimizing environmental damage as in the present resolution are not excludable

because they address significant social policy issue In Staff Legal Bulletin 14C the staff

noted that it would not find to be excludable resolutions relating to reducing the

environmental impacts of the Companys operations The bulletin noted

.To the extent that proposal and supporting statement focus on the company

minimizing or eliminating operations that may adversely affect the environment or the

publics health we do not concur with the companys view that there is basis for it to

exclude the proposal under rule 14a-8i7

The first sentence of that paragraph was the discussion of risk evaluation
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The current resolution follows this model In fact in Staff Legal Bulletin 14C Staff used as

reference for nonexcludable resolution Exxon Mobil Mar 18 2005 in which the proposal

sought report on the potential environmental damage that would result from drilling for oil

and as in protected areas and the implications of policy of refraining from drilling in

those areas As the Staff described it this was permissible because it focused on the company

minimizing or eliminating operations that may adversely affect the environment

There are many other examples of resolutions addressing the environmental impacts associated

with company operations which have been found permissible and not excludable as relating to

ordinary business Numerous resolutions have addressed similarly complex environmental issues

at many companies without being found to be excludable As will be discussed further below in

favorable staff precedents include The Dow Chemical Company February 232005 assessment

of how trends in human blood testing for chemicals may affect the company and of how

company policies will respond including phaseout plans and safer alternatives Pulte Homes Inc

February 112008 policies to minimize its impact on climate change from its products and

operations Avon Products Inc March 32003 evaluating the feasibility of removing or

substituting with safer alternatives all parabens used in company products Union Camp

Corporation February 121996 schedule for the total phaseout of processes involving the use

of organochlorines in its pulp and paper manufacturing processes Great Lakes Chemical

Corporation March 24 1992 policy to immediately end its production and sale of halons The

Dow Chemical Company February 282005 report on procedures related to potential adverse

impacts associated with genetically engineered organisms including assessment of post-

marketing monitoring systems plans for removing GE seed from the ecosystem if necessary and

assessment of risk management systems The Dow Chemical Company March 2003

summarizing plans to remediate existing dioxin contamination sites and to phase out products

and processes leading to emissions of persistent organic pollutants and dioxins but EL duPont

de Nemours and Company February 242006 report on the implications of policy for

reducing potential harm and the number of people in danger from potential catastrophic chemical

releases by increasing the inherent security of DuPont facilities

In addition many of the recent environmental proposals found to transcend ordinaiy business

relate to greenhouse gas emissions for instance Exxon Mobil Corp March 232007 adopt

quantitative goals for reducing greenhouse gas emissions Exxon Mobil Corp March 12 2007

To the extent that proposal and supporting statement focus on the company engaging

in an internal assessment of the risks or liabilities that the company fhces

as result of its operations that may adversely affect the environment or

the publicts healthwe concur with the companys view that there is basis

for it to exclude the proposal under rule 14a-8i7 as relating to an

evaluation of risk

This has since been reversed by the recent Staff Legal Bulletin 14E which clarified that shareholders

many also ask about disclosure of the financial risks provided that the subject matter ofthe resolution

itself relates to significant social policy issue
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request for policy to increase renewable energy sources globally and with the goal of achieving

between 15% and 25% of its energy sourcing between 2015 and 2025 General Electric Co

January 31 2007 report on global warming and Ford Motor Co March 2006 annual

report on global warming and cooling

The Subject matter of the resolution cluster of issues on the contrasting

environmental energy and quality implications of bottled water vs tap water

constitute significant social policy issue

Public backlash against the high cost energy expenditure and environmental impact of

bottled water has been growing and demand for bottled water products has been

dedlinina

Oualitv differential In March 2008 Goldman Sachs released report The Essentials of

Investing in the Water Sector that included positive forecast for the water industry generally

but predicted backlash against bottled water due in part to growing realization amongst

consumer that standard bottle of water can cost 4000 times the same volume of municipal tap

water with little to no actual quality difference Subsequent NGC studies have helped to

bolster this consumer impression such the October 2008 study by the Environmental Working

Group which found that ten unnamed national brands of bottled water contained traces of

contaminants at levels comparable to tap water This study received national press coverage3 and

has spurred some policy makers to further the calls for increased regulation of bottled water

Energy differential Energy implications of bottled water by Peter Gleick and Heather

Cooley the first peer-reviewed analysis of its kind finds that bottled water is up to 2000 times

more energy-intensive than tap water Similarly bottled water that requires long-distance

transport is far more energy-intensive than bottled water produced and distributed locally.4

.the institute estimated that the total energy required to bring typical 1-liter PET

bottle of water weighing about 38 grams to the consumer in Los Angeles would typically

range from about 5.8 to about 102 megajoules per liter or about 1100 to 2000 times the

energy cost of producing tap water about 0.005 megajoules per liter.3l

2Areas tide could turn on water technology Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel April 2008

http/fwww.isonline.com/business/29557894.html

Transition to Green Leading the way to healthy environment green economy and sustainable

future November 2008 Section page 12 http//www.saveourenvironmentorg/aSSetS/traflSitiofl-tO

green-full-reort.pdf

Some bottled water toxicity shown to exceed law The San Francisco Chronicle October 15 2008

http//www.sfgate.comfcgi-binfarticle.cgif1c1a12008/lO/l 5/MNCIV13HOL4.DTL

4The Energy Implications of Bottled Water Pacific Institute February 2009

http//www.pacinst.org/reportsfbottled water/index.htm

Safety and Consumer Protections Are Often Less Stringent Than Comparable EPA Protections for Tap

Water United States Government Accountability Office pg 26
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Consumer right to know In November 2008 nearly 30 environmental science and

conservation regroups representing millions of Americans presented their top policy

recommendations on key environmental and public health issues to President-elect Barack

Obams transition team in report entitled Transition to Green Of their three top

recommendations for the incoming leadership of the U.S Food and Drug Administration the

second was call to ensure the safety and quality of bottled water for consumers by establishing

broader right-to-know regulations for consumers and by expanding the jurisdiction of the FDA in

order to regulate all bottled water even those products bottled and sold in the same state.6

Media Coverage

Examination of media coverage shows continual growth in coverage of bottled water and

the environment over the last decade For instance Google News search examining coverage

of containing these two words in articles over the last decade Illustrates the explosion of thir

issue

2000-2001 2350

2002-2003 3230

2004-2005 4310

2006-2007 6510

20082009 7620

Googie News Search Results for Bottled Water
and Environment

Than

Water Tech Online an internet-based trade journal for the bottled water industry and water

6Transition to Green Leading the way to healthy environment green economy and sustainable

future November 2008 Section page 12 http//www.saveourenvironment.org/assets/transitionto

green.thll-report.pdf

_________ ____________
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treatment professionals speaking in regards to the media climate in 2007 said that according to

Nielsen reporting internet activity related to bottled water issues increased by dramatic 530%
when measured from July 272006 to July 272007 This same report also said that during the

period from April to August 2007 the industry began to feel the impact of perfect storm in

part because of an admission at that time by Coca-Colas competitor PepsiCo that its leading

brand of bottled water Aquafina close competitor of Dasani was sourced from tap water and

that the company would begin disclosing that information on its product labelsY

Since that time media interest in bottled water issues including product quality testing and

disclosure has continued at heightened level For example in February 2008 the BBC
conducted major investigative report on the bottled water industrys practices8

Undermining the Companys renutation

The management of this issue has implications for the Companys reputation Consumers

International an international federation of consumer advocacy groups representing millions of

consumers gave Coca-Cola satirical Bad Marketing award for its bottled water brand

Dasani In its rationale Consumers International said that Dasani promotional material gushes

with terms like Filtered forpurity using state of the art processes and enhanced with special

blend of minerals for pure crispfresh taste What is doesnt say quite as loudly is that Dasani

comes from the same local municipal reservoirs as the water out of the tap... advertising which

suggests their bottled water is significantly superior to local tap water is misleading.9

Policyniakers are bringing these quality environment and energy issues together in an

assault on bottled water

Policy makers at the Federal state and local levels are scrutinizing bottled water for

environmental energy and quality implications and are advancing an array of public policy

measures geared toward reducing sales of bottled water and ensuring that consumers are better

apprised of quality and safety issues Policymakers are taking executive action as well as

proposing legislation to address the cluster of issues raised about bottled water by wide variety

of constituencies

Federal

The confroversv over bottled water has escalated into federal legislative proposals

In February 2008 U.S Congressional Representatives Albert Wynn D-MD and Hilda

Solis D-CA Chair and Vice-Chairof the House Subcommittee on the Environment and

Hazardous Materials wrote formal letter calling on the Government Accountability Office to

7IBWA Corner busy bottled water summer Water Technolov Maaazine November2007 Volume

30 Issue 11 htt/fwww.watertechonline.com/article.aspIndexID663 6842
Bottled Water Who needs It BBC Panorama Februaryl 82008

http//news.bbc.co.ukJ2/hi/prograxnmeslpanoramaf724ll 30.stm

9Press Release Global Consumers Movement announces winners of International Bad Products

Awards Consumers International October 292007

httixf/www.cpnsumersinternational.or/Temp1atesJnternal.asnNodeID97 120
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investigate aspects of the bottled water industrys current practices including quality testing

reporting and disclosure.0

In September 2008 U.S Senator Frank Lautenberg D-NJ convened Senate Committee

hearing to discuss these same issues In December2009 he introduced 2848 The Bottled

Water Safety and Right-to-Know Act The bifi would amend the Federal Food Drug and

Cosmetic Act to direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services HHS to identify and

establish standards for contaminants in bottled water that are at least as protective as standards

established by the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency EPA for national

primary drinking water or the World Health Organization the European Union or the state

of California It would also lead to regulations that require each manufacturer of bottled water

to submit reports on its water and display required information on bottle labels and make such

reports available to the public

Sen Lautenberg said Americans deserve to know whats in their water Bottled water has

become such big part of our culture that the public has right to know where it comes from and

how it is treated. .This bill would make sure they get that information. .As long as water is sold

in bottles we must make sure the truth about that water is not bottled along with it

There are also legislative proposals relating to bottled water in the House HR 3202 The Water

Protection and Reinvestment Act Wednesday August 12 2009 proposes excise taxes on bottled

water as revenue source for water infrastructure According to the sponsor of the bill

Congressman Earl Blumenauer D-OR the reason for placing fees on water bottles is that these

products rely on drinking water as their major input and result in both increased flows and

increased waste in our waters.2

State Governments are curtailing their spending on bottled water

Four states New York Illinois Virginia and Connecticut are considering or have taken steps

to reduce state spending on bottled water due to environmental energy and economic concerns

regarding bottled water products

New Yorks actions in particular stand out In May of 2009 New York Governor David Paterson

issued an executive order directing state agencies to phase out the purchase and use of bottled

water both single-serve bottles and larger-format bottles making it the furthest reaching

Bottled water murky subject MaricetWatch February 13 2008

httpf/www.marketwatch comfnews/storvlbottled-water-labels-uiisleading-consuiners

lawrnalcers/story.aspxuid0F9D379A-lD8B-4C09-838S-86FC34D04E3AP

Lautenberg Iniroduces Bill To Keep Consumers Informed about Bottled Water Senator Discusses

Legislation at Senate EPW Oversight Hearing on Safe Drinking Water December 2009 January

2010 htt//lautenber.senate.ovfnewsroomIrecord.cfmid320517

12http//blumenauer.house.gov/index.phpoptioncom_contenttaslcviewid1 539Itemidl 67bev

erages
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directive of this type at the state level to date

Assemblyman Bob Sweeney Chair of the Environmental Conservation Committee said This

will reduce large amounts of plastic container waste conserve petroleum used in the manufacture

of plastic water bottles and reduce fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissiOns resulting

from the bottling and transport of the bottled water By switching from bottled water State

agencies can reduce their environmental impact while also saving tax-payers dollars.3

Virginia Governor Tim Kaine signed Executive Order 82 on June 10 2009 The order

includes directive to phase out purchase of single-serve bottled water products with state

fimds.4

Connecticuts State Representative Bye has proposed phasing out Connecticut state spending on

bottled water starting with expenditures for the purchase of bottled water within the state capitol

grounds and facilities.5 Sponsoring Representative Beth Bye stated Plastic bottles are bad for

our environment and purchased individually they cost twice as much as gallon of gasoline

Lets set an example help our environment and save taxpayer dollars by tapping into the states

clean safe and inexpensive tap
water.6

Illinois Acting Director of the Department of Central Management Services Maureen ODonnell

issued memorandum on October 29 2007 entitled Bottled Water which directs state

agencies to phase out the use of bottled water.7

These initial actions at the state level have already attracted the attention of other states and state-

based organizations For example in July 2009 the National Governors Association held an

issue briefmg in Washington D.C regarding New Yorks executive order and the rationale for

phasing out state spending on bottled water

Additional state policy activities

Californias Assembly Bill 301 introduced in 2009 would require bottled water

corporations to disclose the volume and source of water they extract and whether that

source is publicly or privately owned18 The bill saw endorsements from over 20

conservation and labor organizations including the East Bay Municipal Utility District

AFSCME Clean Water Action the Planning and Conservation League and the California

http//www.state.ny.us/govemor/press/press_0505091.html

4httpIfwww.governor.virginia.govflnitiativesfExecutiveOrders/20091E0_82.cfin accessed November

162009
5Office of State Representative Beth Bye Press Release Rep Bye Proposes Ending State Purchasing

of Bottled Water at Capitol Building February 20 2008 http//www.housedems.ct.govlBye/rirOl9-

08.as022008 accessed November 162009

7http//thecapitolfaxblog.com/Watennemo.pdf accessed November 162009

IShp//wfoodandteatchorgpress/foowaterwatchsponsoredbou1ed..water..legjs1ation

nasses-state-assembly-comniittee2009O324
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Coastkeeper Alliance

Michigan Maine and Vermont enacted new or amended requirements for extracting

groundwater for bottled water For example in 2006 and 2008 Michigans safe drinking water

act was amended to require among other things permit for water-bottling operation that uses

new or increased groundwater withdrawal of more than 200000 gallons per day
19

More than five million gallons are removed daily from Florida water sources by at least 22

bottled water companies and sold under variety of names Dasani Deer Park Zephyrhills

Aquafina The administration of Florida Governor Charlie Cnst is considering imposing

severance fee on water bottlers six cent tax on every gallon of water.2 Michigan is considering

fee often cents per bottle of Michigans water.2

Massachusetts House Bill 778 proposed two-year moratorium on new and expanded

commercial water extraction storage and bottling operations in The Commonwealth Of

Massachusetts.u

For three consecutive years the U.S Conference of Mayors the largest association of Mayors

in the U.S represented over 1100 elected municipal officials has passed resolutions at its

annual meeting related to concerns about bottled water

2007 Resolution passed calling on the Conference to study the impacts of bottled water

on municipal waste US Conference of Mayors 2007 Resolution The Importance of

Municipal Water adopted at the June 2007 USCM Annual SummerMeeting Los

Angeles CA
2008 Resolution passed encouraging mayors to phase out city spending on bottled water

Supporting Municipal Water Systems adopted at the June 2008 USCM Annual

Summer Meeting Miami FL
2009 resolution passed calling for study on hOw public water systems are compensated

for use of their water supplies by water bottlers Ensuring Fair and Equitable Use of and

Compensation for Municipal Water Systems adopted at the June 2009 USCM Annual

Summer Meeting Providence RI

9United States Government Accountability Office Safety and Consumer Protections Are Often Less

Stringent Than Comparable EPA Protections for Tap Water pg 27

20
Debates Water Tax On Bottlers March 2009

http//www.npr.org/templates/story/storv.phpstorvld1 02154551

21Tap Michigan water supply for education funds Detroit Free Press December 102009
httix//www.freep.com/article/20091 21 0/NE WSI 5/91210060/1 322/Tap-Michisan-water-suuplv-for-

education-funds

22

by Rep Stephen Kulik Jan 142009

http//www.mass.gov/1egis/fi1ls/house/J86/htOO//zzOO778.htm
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Analysis of Staff precedents and guidelines demonstrate that current resolution

addresses significant social policy issue that transcends ordinary business

The company makes much of the fact that resolution by the proponent that was excluded last

year That resolution focused on consumer information rather than the array of issues regarding

bottled water raised by the current resolution In last years decision in Coca-Cola Company

April21 2009 the subject matter of the resolution focused solely on the transparency of

information to consumers for bottled water products As such it did not effectively address or

encompass the public controversy and debate surrounding bottled water products Moreover

those issues have ripened further in the last year among other things with congressional

inquiries and legislative prOposals Therefore it is clear now with the bottled water issue as

framed as it is in this resolution this issue now represents significant social policy issue and

cannot be found to be excludable as ordinary business

The company also argues that the resolution is excludable because it involves fundamental

ordinary business mattersmodification of the production delivery and sale of bottled water

products similar argument was made recently in Tyson Foods November 25 2009 which

the company cited in its challenge as an example of precedent for exclusion The day after the

Company filed its no action request letter the Staff granted reconsideration of the prior decision

in Tyson Foods Examination of the rationale in that reconsideration decision is therefore

warranted

The grant of reconsideration in Tyson Foods December 152009 may be one of the best

indicators yet of the Staffs thinking regarding what it takes for an issue to transcend ordinary

business as significant social policy issue The criteria for significant social policy issue cited

by the proponent in Tyson Foods included public controversy surrounding the issue as

demonstrated by indicia such as media coverage regulatory activity high level of public debate

and legislative or political activity

The Tyson Foods resolution asked the board of directors to adopt policy and practices for both

Tysons own hog production and its contract suppliers of hogs to phase out the routine use of

animal feeds that contain certain antibiotics and to implement certain animal raising practices

The proposal also requested report on the timetable and measures for implementing the policy

and annual publication of data on the use of antibiotics in the feed given to livestock owned or

purchased by Tyson

In its initial no action letter Nov 25 2009 the staff granted an ordinary business exclusion

noting parenthetically that the resolution related to the choice of production methods and

decisions relating to supplier relationships The no action letter stated further In this regard

we note that the proposal concerns the use of antibiotics in raising livestock However on

appeal to Meredith Cross Director Division of Corporation Finance the no action decision was

reversed Thomas Kim Chief Counsel Associate Director of the Division granted the

reconsideration noting
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At this time in view of the widespread public debate concerning antimicrobial resistance

and the increasing recognition that the use of antibiotics in raising livestock raises

significant policy issues it is our view that proposals relating to the use of antibiotics in

raising livestock cannot be considered matters relating to meat producers ordinary

business operations In arriving at this position we note that since 2006 the European

Union has banned the use of most antibiotics as feed additives and that Legislation to

prohibit the non-therapeutic use of antibiotics in animals absent certain safety findings

relating to antimicrobial resistance has recently been introduced in Congress

Accordingly we do not believe that Tyson may omit the proposals from its proxy

materials in reliance on rule 14a-8i7

Thus in Tyson Foods the developments leading to the subject matter of proposal being treated

as transcendent nonexcludable social policy issue included emerging restrictions on markets
and legislative proposal pending in Congress In the current case the same kinds of

developments are occurring within the public sphere including decisions by states not to buy

bottled water consumer abandonment of bottled water products due to recognition of the

environmental and energy costs as well as the lack of quality differential compared with tap

water and legislative proposals in Congress to tighten regulation of these products

The proposal is properly focused at very broad policy level and does not seek to micro

manage the Company

The Company claims that the Proposal is excludable as ordinary business because it allegedly

seeks to micro-manage the Companys day-to-day affairs The Company attempts to spin the

plain meaning of the Proposal by greatly exaggerating what it asks of the Company The

resolved clause merely asks the Company to issue report at reasonable expense and excluding

proprietary information discussing policy options to respond to the public concerns described

above regarding bottled water including but not limited to the options of providing additional

information to consumers or further modifying the production delivery or sale of bottled water

products so as to minimize environmental and energy impacts

This is request for report that is appropriately focused at high level asking the logical

question from the standpoint of investors regarding what the company can do on policy basis to

respond to the cluster of policy issues and challenges being raised regarding bottled water This

might entail an array
of possible policy decisions regarding how and where the company

produces or delivers its bottled water products so as to counteract the controversy facing the

products regarding relative environmental and energy impacts and about comparative quality

compared with tap water

In support of their assertion of micromanagement the Company cites precedents where either the

staff had concluded that the subject matter involved was not significant enough social policy

issue or that significant social policy issue lacked sufficient nexus to the companys business

or that the resolution sought to impermissibly micromanage the company
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Taking the other precedents cited by the company one by one we can see that Campbell Soup

Company August 28 2009 crossed micromanagement boundary by focusing on advertising

practices of the company

The Wa -Mart March 24 2006 and Best Buy March 21 2008 decisions can best be

understood as examples of where the staff concluded that regardless of whether there was

social policy issue involved regarding toxic substances in products or environmental impacts of

paper production decisions the issues in question lacked sufficient nexus to the companies as

retailers To put it another way the staff conclusion as retailers the companies were not well

situated to address the challenges raised The same problem was true from the staffs perspective

with Home Depot March 2009 Family Dollar Stores Inc November 2007 and

Waigreen Co October 13 2006 all of which we understand were treated as excludable despite

the existence of social policy issue because the staff was of the view that there was insufficient

nexus between retail companies core business issues and control of toxic chemicals in products

The company also cites General Electric Co February 102000 where the resolution requested

that particular accounting technique be discontinued and thus involved clear case of

micromanagement

Notably Tyson Foods involved an instance where the core argument by the company was that

the choice of production methods and decisions relating to supplier relationships were too

close to the thy-to--day choices of managing the company essentially inicromanagement issue

Similarly in the present case the Company asserts that the resolution relates to fundamental

ordinary business mattersmodification of the production delivery and sale of bottled water

products While such issues might be ordinary business in the absence of public controversy as

addressed in the resolution they are transcended by the public debate and controversy

surrounding such products

In the instance of the present resolution the many environmental policy precedents cited earlier

in this letter are relevant in demonstrating that complicated environmental challenges can be

addressed in resolution at policy level without becoming an issue of excludable

micromanagement Because in the present instance the core public policy challenges facing the

Company transcend ordinary business the nexus of the social policy challenges to the

Companys business is clear and the request of the resolution is at policy level that does not

micromanage the resolution is not excludable under the ordinary business exclusion of Rule

14a-8i7

Conclusion

As demonstrated above the Proposal is not excludable under Rule 14a-8i7 Therefore we

request the Staff to inform the Company that the SEC proxy rules require denial of the

Companys no-action request In the event that the Staff should decide to concur with the

Company we respectfully request an opportunity to confer with the Staff
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Please call me at 413 549-7333 with respect to any questions in connection with this matter or

if the Staff wishes any further information

Sincerely

Sanford Lewis

Attorney at Law

cc Alice de Pony

Sharon Nixon Securities Counsel The Coca-Cola Company
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Securities Counsel Atlanta GA 30301
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Rule 14a-8i7

December 142009

VIA EMAIL hareho1derproposasec.cov

U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

Division of Corporation Finance

Office of Chief Counsel

100 Street N.E

Washington D.C 20549

Re The Coca-Cola Company Notice of Intent to Omit from Proxy Materials Shareholder

Proposal Submitted by Alice de Perry and Eleanor Hand

Ladies and Gentlemen

The Coca-Cola Company Delaware corporation the Company submits this letter pursuant to Rule

4a-8j under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended the Exchange Act to notifi the Securities

and Exchange Commission the Commission of the Companys intention to exclude shareholder proposal

the Proposal received from Alice de Perry and co-filer Eleanor Hand collectively the Proponents

from its proxy materials for its 2010 Annual Meeting of Shareowners 2010 Proxy Materials The Proposal

was received by the Company on November 2009 The Company requests confirmation that the Division of

Corporation Finance the Staff will not recommend to the Commission that enforcement action be taken if the

Company excludes the Proposal from its 2010 Proxy Materials in reliance on Rule 14a-8i7 under the

Exchange Act

copy of the Proposal and all related correspondence arc attached as Exhibit in accordance with

Section of Staff Legal Bulletin No 14D Nov 2008 SLB 4D this letter and its attachments are being

emailed to the Staff at shareholderproposals@sec.gov Copies of this letter and its attachments are being sent

simultaneously to the Proponents and the Proponents representatives as notice of the Companys intent to omit

the Proposal from the 2010 Proxy Materials as required by Rule 4a-8j

Rule 14a-8k and SLB 14D provide that shareholder proponents are required to send companies copy

of any correspondence that they submit to the Commission or the Staff Accordingly we are requesting that the

Proponents send copy of any correspondence that the Proponents submit to the Commission or the Staff with

respect to the Proposal to the Company using the contact information provided above

The Company currently intends to file definitive copies of its 2010 Proxy Materials with the

Commission on or about March 2010

Ms Hand submitted proposal that is identical to the Proposal and noted in her correspondence that Alice de Pen is

to serve as the Primary Filer copy of Ms Hands proposal and all related correspondence are set forth in Exhibit
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Summary of the Proposal2

The Proposal requests that the Company publish report discussing policy options for further modifying

the production delivery or sale of bottled water products to minimize enviromnental and energy impacts and

options of providing additional information to consumers regarding bottled water

The Proposal is Excludable Pursuant to Rule 14a-8iX7 Because the Proposal Involves Matters that

Relate to the Ordinary Business Operations of the Company

Rule 14a-8i7 permits the exclusion of shareholder proposal that deals with matter relating to the

companys ordinary business operations The Commission has acknowledged that the underlying policy of the

ordinary business exclusion is to confine the resolution of ordinary business problems to management and the

board of directors since it is impracticable for shareholders to decide how to solve such problems at an annual

meeting SEC Release No 34-40018 May 21 1998 the 1998 Release

The 1998 Release established two central considerations underlying the ordinary business exclusion

The first is that certain asks are so fundamental to managements ability to run company on day-to-day

basis that they could not as practical matter be subject to direct shareholder oversight The second is that

proposal should not seek to micro-manage the company by probing too deeply into matters of complex

natureupon which shareholders as group would not be in position to make an informed judgment

In addition it is well settled that shareholder proposal that calls on the board of directors to issue

report to shareholders is excludable under Rule 14a-8i7 as relating to an ordinary business matter if the

subject matter of the report relates to the companys ordinary business operations See SEC Release No 34-

20091 August 16 1983 Accordingly the Commission has consistently permitted the exclusion of shareholder

proposals that request the issuance of report where the subject matter of the requested report relates to an

ordinary business matter See Campbell Soup Company August 21 2009 allowing exclusion of proposal

seeking to dictate how company advertises its products The Coca-Cola Company January 212009

reconsideration denied April 21 2009 allowing exclusion of proposal to provide report evaluating new or

expanded options to enhance the transparency of information to consumers of bottled beverages produced by the

company above and beyond any requirements of law or regulation Wal-Mart Stores Inc March 24 2006

allowing exclusion of proposal seeking report on the companys policies and procedures for minimizing

customer exposure to toxic substances in products and Best Buy Co Inc March21 2008 allowing

exclusion of proposal requesting report on sustainable paper purchasing policies

The Propose Inappropriately Infringes Upon Fundamental Management Tasks and Seeks to Micra-Manage the

Business

We believe that the ProposaL raises both of the above-described policy considerations The Company is

the worlds largest beverage company We have nonalcoholic beverage portfolio of over 500 brands and more

than 3000 beverage products which include sparkling drinks and still beverages such as waters juices and juice

drinks teas coffees sports drinks and energy drinks Finished beverages bearing our trademarks are sold in

more than 200 countries Our beverages come to market through the Coca-Cola System which is comprised of

our Company and over 300 bottling partners worldwide

The entire Proposal is set forth in Exhibit Ito this letter
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The Proposal is excludable under the ordinary business exclusion in Rule 14a-Si7 as it involves

fundamental ordinary business matters modification of the production delivery and sale of bottled water

products As manufacturing company the key fundamental matters surrounding our managements day-to

day operation of the business are production/manufacturing delivery/distribution and sale of various

beverage products including bottled water Each of these critical stages of our daily business operations is very

complex and involves nultiple parties within the Coca-Cola System

We are global business that operates on local scale in every community where we do business As

mentioned above our beverages come to market through the Coca-Cola System Specifically our Company
manufactures and sells concentrates beverages and syrups to our bottling partners around the world owns the

brands and is responsible for consumer brand marketing initiatives i.e providing sales support for our

customers e.g stores restaurants vending partners etc. Our bottling partners most of which are

independently-owned manufacture package merchandise and distribute the final branded beverages to our

customers and vending partners who then sell our products to consumers

Bottled water is just one of the categories of the various beverages that we produce and in 2008

comprised 11% of the Companys beverage portfolio In addition we are subject to several independent

agreements pursuant to which we manufacture and distribute bottled water of other companies The production

distribution and sale of bottled water are not carried out in isolation and cannot be reviewed separately These

critical operating functions of our bottled water business are part of complex Coca-Cola System analysis that

is applicable to the production distribution and sale of all 3000 of our beverage products that are produced

around the world

in addition the production distribution and sale of many of our Companys products both inside and

outside of the United States are subject to various food ingredients labeling safety environmental and

consumer protection laws

Based on the intricacies of the Coca-Cola System the third-party bottled water agreements and

relationships the international scope of the Companys operations and the various applicable U.S and

international laws changes to our production delivery labeling or sale of our bottled water products key

components that impact our day-to-day bottled water business operations involve very complex legal

business cultural internal and external considerations with the environmental and energy impacts being only

two of the considerations The range of factors to be considered are outside the knowledge and expertise of

shareholders and are exactly of the nature reserved for the Companys management Such day-to-day business

matters should rest with management as they are fundamental to managements ability to control the operations

of the Company

The Proposal also seeks to micro-manage key component of our day-to-day business operations The

Proposal seeks to regulate the scope and content of publicly available information concerning the Companys

products Specifically the Proposal requests that the Company prepare report on the options of providing

additional information to consumers regarding bottled water Implicit in this request is that the Company

provide information above and beyond applicable regulatory requirements The requested report describing

alternative policies that might be available to the Company regarding product information disclosure would

include complex and intricate detail including scientific information regarding routine business matters that are

outside the knowledge and expertise of shareholders Giving shareholders the ability to participate in these
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business decisions would constitute micro-management of the Companys business Decisions regarding

product content information particularly beyond applicable regulatory requirements involve the type of day-to

day operational oversight of companys business that the ordinary business exclusion in Rule 14a-8i7 was

meant to address

Social Policy Issue Exception Not Applicable

We are aware of the social policy issue exception to the ordinary business exclusion and that proposals

focusing sufficiently on significant social policy issues are generally not excludable Sec Staff Legal Bulletin

No 14C June 28 2005 SLB 14C The Staff noted in SLB 14C that in determining whether the proposal

involves matter of significant social policy the Staff considers both the proposal and the supporting statement

as whole While the Proposals supporting statement expresses concern about the growth in consumption of

bottled water and the environmental cost of bottled water the focus of the Proposal is on the production

delivery labeling and sale of products and product information disclosure The underlying intent of the

Proposal is shown by the supporting statement in which the Proponents make repeated references to quality

testing and purity disclosures for bottled water products Therefore while couched in terms of social policy

issue namely to minimize the environmental and energy impacts of bottled water the Proponents primary

concern seems to be that the content and source of our bottled water should be disclosed to consumers in greater

detail The Staff has previously agreed that these concerns are matter of ordinary business See The Coca-

Cola Company January 21 2009 reconsideration denied April 21 2009

To the extent that the Proposal now suggests that our bottling process raises environmental or energy

issues it seeks to probe into complex issues and considerations that involve the Companys ordinary business

operations While the Company recognizes the importance of minimizing its environmental and energy impacts

any environmental efficiency efforts regarding energy management and the production delivery and sale of

bottled water would involve multi-faceted national and international business legal scientific and technical

considerations Indeed in the introductory statement to the Proposal the Proponents acknowledge that the

company has reduced the weight of Dasani brand water bottles and has taken other steps to reduce energy use

The Proponents should not be permitted to seek shareholder oversight of such ordinary business matters

associated with the Companys business by simply asserting that they are motivated by environmental and

health concerns

We also note that the Staff has not objected to excluding shareholder proposal that incidentally raises

public policy issue when the substance of the proposal relates to companys day-to-day business See The

Home Depot March 2009allowing exclusion of proposal requesting report on policy options to reduce

consunier exposure and increase consumer awareness regarding mercury and other toxins in its private label

nvision brand products The Coca-Cola Company cited above Wa/-Mart Stores Inc March 11

2008allowing exclusion of proposal requesting that the company publish report on the companys policies

on nanoinaterial product safety Family Dollar Stores Inc November 2007 allowing exclusion of

proposal requesting report evaluating the companys policies and procedures for minimizingcustomers

exposure to toxic substances and hazardous components in its marketed products and Waigreen Co October

132006 allowing exclusion of proposal requesting report that would characterize the levels of dangerous

chemicals in the companys products and describe options for new ways to improve the safety of the companys

products In each of the foregoing matters the Staff did not object to excluding the proposal because the

proposal related to day-to-day company activities regardless of the fact that such day-to-day activities could be

tied to larger social issues
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The Company firmly believes that the entire subject of the Proposal relates to its ordinary business

operations However if even portion of the Proposal implicates an environmental or public health issue it

is properly excludable under Rule 4a-8i7 In order to fit within the social policy issue exception the entire

Proposal must fall within the exception See Tyson Foods inc November 25 2009allowing exclusion of

proposal requesting the company to adopt policies regarding the use of antibiotics in its hog operations

international Business Machines January 2008al low ing exclusion of proposal.requesting report on the

potential for damage to the companys name and reputation as result of sourcing products and services from

the Peoples Republic of China and General Electric Company February 10 2000Xproposal requesting that

particular accounting technique be discontinued The very first sentence of the Proposal indicates that the

Proposal is intended to address the quality and the social impact of our bottled water products as well as the

energy
and environmental impacts These subjects have no relation to any significant social policy issue

For the.foregoiug reasons it is our view that the Company may exclude the Proposal from its 2010

Proxy Materials under Rule 14a-S.i7

Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above the Company hereby respectfully requests confirmation that the Staff

will not recommend any enforcement action to the Commission if the Proposal is excluded from the 2010 Proxy

Materials Should the Staff disagree with the conclusions set forth iii this letter the Company would appreciate

the opportunity to confer with the Staff prior to issuance of the Staffs response

Should the Staff have any questions regarding this matter please feel free to call me at 404 676-

2973

Si cerely

Sharon Nixon

Securities Counsel

cc AlicedeV.Perry

Mark Hays Corporate Accountability international

Eleanor Hand

RiÆn Fried Clean Yield Asset Management

Gloria Bowden

Carol Hayes

Mark Preisinger

Attachments
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Fw Shareholder Resolution 2010
Karen Danielson Gloria

SHAREOWNER SERVICES to Bowden Mark Preisinger 11/0412009 0917 AM

Jane Karnenz

Helen Kent

The e-mail messge below from The Rev Dr Alice de Perry arid attached shareowner proposal was

received this morning We have received her proof of ownership by fax

Priscilla

Shareowner Services

The Coca-Cola Company

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This message including any attachments contains information that may be confidential Unless are

the intended recipient or authorized to receive for the intended recipient you may not read print retain

use copy distribute or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message If

you have received the message in error please advise the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies

of the original message including any attachments

Forwarded by SHAREOWNER SERVICES/US/NAITCCC on 11/0412009 0913 AM

From Allie Perry FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16
To SHAREOWNER SERVICES/USINAITCCC@TCCC
Date 11/03/2009 1032 PM
Subject Shareholder Resolution 2010

The Rev Dr Alice de Peny

FISMA 0MB Memorandum M07-16

Ms Carol Crofoot Hayes

Associate General Counsel and Secretaiy

The Coca-Cola Company

P.O Box 1734

Atlanta GA 30301

November

3rd 2009

Dear Ms Hayes

As long-time shareholder of Coca-Cola am concerned that the relative quality and social



energy and environmental impacts of bottled water in comparison to tap water have become

major public issue and that this may have subsequent effects on Coca-Colas valued reputation

and performance over the long-term

Therefore as the beneficial owner of 328 shares of Coca-Cola common stock hereby submit

the attached shareholder proposal for inclusion in the next proxy statement and consideration at

the 2010 shareholder meeting in accordance with Rule 4a-8 of the general rules and regulations

of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934

have held these shares for more than one year and intend to hold the stock until at least the next

annual meeting Proof of ownership will be provided to you by separate correspondence from

Howard Cowan of Fiduciary Trust Boston

The resolution asks the Company to publish report at reasonable expense and excluding

proprietary information discussing policy options to respond to the public concerns described in

the resolution regarding bottled water including but not limited to the options of providing

additional information to consumers or further modifing the production delivery or sale of

bottled water products so as to minimize environmental and energy impacts

Please copy all correspondence pertaining to this proposal to Mark Hays Corporate

Accountability International 10 Milk St Suite 610 Boston MA 02108

Respectfully

The Rev Dr Alice de Perry

The BotUed Water Issue Shaieholder Resoktion 2010 doe



The Bottled Water Issue

Whereas the relative quality and social energy and environmental impacts of bottled water in

comparison to tap water have become major public issue

June 20 2008 New York Times article Bottles Bottles Everywhere Amid the Drops We

Drink notes that New York City Council decision to stop purchasing bottled water was

part of nationwide movement against the growth in consumption of bottled water

September 10 2008 Los Angeles Times article Grace Restaurant to Stop Serving Bottled

Water noted that The environmental cost of bottled water is becoming an increasingly hot-

button iue as the race for the White House pivots around renewable energy versus off.shore

drilling

These concerns have spurred action by public policy makers and other industry players

On July 10 2009 theU.S House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation part of the

House Energy and Commerce Committee convened hearing on gaps in government

oversight and industry practices regarding product labeling and quality testing disclosure for

bottled water products

At this hearing focal point was Government Accountability Office GAO study

requested by Congress which found that the information provided to consumers by bottlers

bottled water quality testing and sourcing is less than what EPA requires of public

water systems and that consumers may benefit from such additional information

In conjunction with this hearing members of Congress escalated this inquiry by contacting

major U.S water bottlers including our Company formally requesting information regarding

water quality controls breaches in water quality and the names and locations of each

companys water sources

An October 17 2003 New York Times editorial Water and What Else stated that public

water supplies water quality reports are not always as helpful as they should be...but at

least they are readily available acI the same details should be publicly available for

bottled water...for the extra cost and the promise of added purity. .consumers should be

able to see certified data that prove it
Coca-Colas major competitors Pepsi and Nestle have changed the labels of tap-water-based

brands Aquafina and Pure Life to clearly indicate at the point of sale that their water is

sourced from public water utilities while Coca-Cola has failed to take similar action

Although the company has reduced the weight of Dasani brand water bottles and has taken other

steps to reduce energy use studies show bottled terconsumes much more energy than tap

water 2009 study published in Environmental Research Letters found that bottled water uses

as much as 2000 timesthe energy of tap water

Resolved

Shareholders ask the company to publish report at reasonable expense and excluding

proprietary information discussing policy options to respond to the public concerns described

above regarding bottled water including but not limited to the options of providing additional

information to consumers or further modifying the produon delivery or sale ofbottled water

products so as to minimize environmental and energy impacts
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DUCIARYTRUST

November 2009

Via Email

lweownerservicej.ko.corn

VRFACSJMIEJ3

404 676-8409

Ofce of the Secretary

The CocaCoa Company
PO Box i734

Atlanta GA 30301

To Whom tE May Concern

Jis letter verifies that Pidueiaiy Trust acs as custodian br ARce de Pcny1 Of FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16 and holds on her behalf 328 shxes of The

Coca-Cola Company common stock Ms Perry has continuously held thcse shares sncc

November 2005

Sincetely

toward Cowan CFP
Vice Prcsideiu

hcw.äUiduciarv-irust.com

617-574-3420

Cc Ms Alice Dcv terry

FlaueAwr T.isT CoMr 17S Fw STarzr BosTot MA 02110 4c17-482-5270

wwwfIdiithry-rrusrcon
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11/04/2009 01FjSMA 0MB Memorandum MO7-165AND tjooi

FAX

To Office of the Secretary

The Coca-Cola Coiporation

Fax 404 676-8409

From Eleanor Rand
Shareowner

FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

Date November 42009

Re Filing the attached barcowner resolution The Baffled Water Issue

Pages 10 including this cover

The attached documents comprise co-ffling of shareholder resolution that or

designee intend to present at the Coca-Cola Annual General meeting in the spring of

2010

As noted in the attached letter this resolution is identical to that being proposed by Alice

de eti0MB Memorandum this serving as lead filer of the resolution

Proof ofmy long-time beneficial ownersbipof 1233 voting shares of Coca-Cola are

attached

Thank you for addressing this matter

REcvED

NOV 04 20c9

ftice

Secreta
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Fietmor Hand

FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

November 2009

Ms Carol Crofoot Hayes

Corporate Secretary

The Coca-Cola Company
P.O Box 1734

Atlanta GA 30301

Re Shareholder resolutIon entitled The Bottled Water lssue

Dear Ms Hayes

am the beneficial owner of 1233 voting shares of Coca-Cola Co stock have

held these shares for many years and have instructed my portfolio manager to

maintain substantial position in the stock through the companys annual

meeting next spring Proof of ownership is included

In my capacity as shareholder am hereby filing the captioned resolution

which is attached Please note that IMs resolution is the same as that flied by

Alice de Peto 0MB Memorandum r4lOJ/i4II serve as Primay Filer

Further please note that have authorized Clean Yield Asset Management Inc

of Greensboro Vermont to act on mybehalf with regard to all matters relative to

this shareholder resolution including dialogue wfth company officials and serving

as my legal proxy at the annual shareholders meetIng

Kindly address any correspondence relative to this shareholder resolution directly

to Clean Yield at the following address

Clean Yield Asset Management
Attn Rian Fried or Richard 1-lausman

Garvin Hill Road P.O Box 117

Greensboro VT 05841

Telephone 802-633-7178

Fax 802-533-2907

Email riantcleanyield.com
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Thank you for addressing this matter and noting the deegation of shareowner

rights

Sincerely

Eleanor Han Dafe

cc Rian Fried Pres Clean Yield Asset Management
Mark Hays Corporate Accounbftity International

Julie Wokaty Interfaith Center for Corporate Responsibility

Enc Shareholder resolution
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The Boftled Water 1sue

Whereas the relative quality and social energy and environmental impacts of bottled

water in comparison to tap water have become major public issue

June 20 2008 New York Times articie Bottles Bottles Everywhere Amid the

Drops We Drink notes that New York City Council decision to stop purchasing

bottled water was part ota nationwide movement against the growth in consumption

of bottled water

September tO 2008 Los Angeles Thnes article Grace Restaurant to Stop Serving

Bottled Water noted that The environmental cost of bottled water is becoming an

increasingly hot..button issue as the race for the White House pivots around renewable

energy versus off-shore chilling

These concerns have spurred action by public policy makers and other industry players
On July 102009 the U.S House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation part

of the House Energy and Commerce Committee convened hearing on gaps in

government oversight and industry practices regarding product labeling and quality

testing disclosure for bottled water products

At this bearing focal point was C3ovenunent Accountability Office GAO study

requested by Congress which found that the information provided to consumers by
bottlers about bottled water quality testing and sourcing is less than what EPA
requires of public water systems and that consumers may benefit from such

additional lnfbrmation

In conjunction with this hearing members of Congress escalated this inquiry by
contacting major US water bottlers including our Company formally requesting

information regarding water quality controls breaches in water quality and the names
and locations of each companys water sources

An October 172008 New York Times editorial Water and What Else stated that

public water supplies water quality reports are not always as helpful as they should

be. .but at least they are readily available and the same details should be publicly

available for bottled water ..for the extra cost and the promise of added

purity. .consuniers should be able to see certified data that prove it
Coca-Colas major competitors Pepsi and Nestle have changed the labels tap
water-based brands Aquaflna and Pure Life to clearly indicate at the point of sale that

their water is sourced frompublic water uti lilies while Coca-Cola has failed to take

similar action

Although the company has reduced the weight of Dasaui brand water bottles and has

taken other
steps to reduce energy use studies show bottled water consumes niuch more

energy than tap water 2009 study published in Environmental Research Letters %und
that bottled water uses as much as 2000 limes the energy of tap water

Resolved

Shareholders ask the company to publish report at reasonable expense and excluding

proprietary information discussing policy options to respond to the public concerns

described above regarding bottled water including but not limited to the options of

providing additional infonnation to consumers or further modifring the production

delivery or sale of bottled water products so as to niinimize environmental and energy

impacts
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COCA-COLA L82A

ATLANTA GEOROfA

November 12 2009 ADDRESS REPLY TO

DRAWER 734

ATLANTA GA 3O3O

By certified Mail Return Receipt Requested our
Ms Eleanor Hand

FiSMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

Re Proposal for Action at the 2010 Annual Meeting of Shareowners

Dear Ms Hand

Ms Carol Crofoot Hayes Associate General Counsel and Secretary of

The Coca-Cola Company the ItCompanyR provided me with copy of your fax cover

sheet dated November 2009 addressed to the Office of the Secretary and your letter

dated November 2009 addressed to her The fax cover sheet and letter were received

on November 2009 and copy of each is attached

In your fax cover sheet and letter you represented yourself as being co-filer of

shareholder proposal that is identical to proposal submitted for inclusion in the

Companys proxy statement for its 2010 Annual Meeting of Shareowners by Alice deV
Perry Please confirm in writing that you submitted the shareholder proposal enclosed

with your letter of November 2009 pursuant to Rule 14a-8 under the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934 for inclusion in the Companys proxy statement for its 2010

Annual Meeting of Shareowners

Rule 4a-8f under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended requires us

to notify you of the following procedural and eligibility deficiencies in your letter

You did not include any information to prove that you have continuously

held for at least one year prior to the date you submitted your proposal

shares of Company Common Stock having at least $2000 in market value

or 1% of the outstanding shares of Company Common Stock as required

by Rule 4a-8b Our records do not list you as registered holder of

shares of Company Common Stock Since you are not registered holder

of shares of Company Common Stock Rule 14a-8b2 23 tells

you how to prove your eligibility for example if your shares are held

indirectly through your broker or bank

You did not include statement that you intend to continue to hold such

shares of Company Common Stock through the date of 2010 Annual

Meeting of Shareowners as required by Rule 4a-8b2 23



Ms Eleanor Hand

November 12 2009

Page -2-

The requested information must be furnished to us electronically or be

postmarked no later than 14 days from the date you receive this letter of notification If

you do not do so we may exclude your proposal from our proxy materials For your

reference we have attached copy of Rule 4a-8 To transmit your reply electronically

please reply to my attention at the following fax number 404-598-2187 or e-mail at

ikamenz@na.ko.com to reply by courier please reply to my attention at NAT 2136

One Coca-Cola Plaza Atlanta Georgia 30313 or by mailto NAT 2136 P.O Box 1734

Atlanta Georgia 30301

Please do not hesitate to call me at 404-676-2187 should you have any questions

We appreciate your interest in the Company

Very truly yours

Jane amenz

Securities Counsel

Gloria Bowden

Carol Hayes

Mark Preisinger

Rian Fried Clean Yield Asset Management
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FAX

To Office of the Secretary

The Coca-Cola Corporation

Fax 404 676-8409

From Eleanor 11and
Shareowner

HSMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

Date November 42009

Re Piling the attached sbarcowner resolution The Bottled Water Issue

PageE 10 including this cover

The attached documents comprise co-filing of shareholder resolution that or

designee intend to present at the CocaCola Annual General meeting In the spring of

2010

As noted in the attached letter this resolution is identical to that being proposed by Alice

do V.1 xof 0MB Memorandum rwIiobsering as lead filer of the resolution

Proof of my long-time beneficial oersbip of 1233 voting shares of Coca-Cola are

attached

Thank you for addressing this matter

NOV 04 2Oüg

Oftice Of the
Secretay
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Eleanor Hand

FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

November 2009

Ms Carol Crofoot Hayes

Corporate Secretary

The Coca-Cola Company
P.O Box 1734

Atlanta GA 30301

Re Shareholder resolution entitled Bottled Water issuea

Dear Ms Hayes

am the beneficial owner of 1233 voting shares of Coca-Cola Co stock have

held these shares for many years and have instructed my portfolio manager to

maintain substantial position in the stock through the companys annual

meeting next spring Proof of ownership is included

In my capacity as shartholder am hereby filing the captioned resolution

which is attached Please note that this resolution is the same as that tiled by

Alice do Peno 0MB Memorandum Who44ll serve as Primaiy Filer

Further please note that have authorized Clean Yield Asset Management Inc

of Greensboro Vermont to act on mybehalf with regard to all matters relative to

this shareholder resolution including dialogue with company officials and serving

as my legal proxy at the annual shareholders meeting

Kindly address any correspondence relative to this shareholder resolution directly

to Clean Yield at the llowing address

Clean Yield Asset Management
Attn Rian Fried or Richard Hausrnan

Garvin Hill Road P.O Box 117

Greensboro VT 05841

Telephone 802-533-7178

Fax 802-533-2907

E-mafl riancIeanvietd.com
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Thank you for addressing this matter and noting the delegation of shareowner

rights

Sincerely

i1/Y/O
Eleanor Han Dare

cc Rian Fried Pres Clean Yield Asset Management
Mark Hays Corporate Accountability International

Julie Wokaty interfaith Center for Corporate Responsibility

Enc Shareholder resolution
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The Bottled Water Issue

Whereas the relative quality and social energy end environmental impacts of bottled

water comparison to tap water have become niajor public Issue

June 20.2008 New York Times article Bottles Bottles Everywhere Amid the

Drops We Drink notes that New York City Council decision to stop purchasing

bottled water was part of nationwidó movement against the growth in consumption

ofbottled water

September 102008 Los Angeles Times article Grace Restaurant to Stop Serving
Bottled Water noted that The environmental cost of bottled water Is becoming an

increasingly hot-button issue as the race for the White House pivots around renewable

energy versus off-shore drilling

These concerns have spurred action by public policy makers and other industry players

On July 102009 the U.S House Subcommittee on Oversight and investigation part

of the House Energy and Commerce Committee convened hearing on gaps in

government oversight and industry practices regarding product labeling and quality

testing disclosure for bottled water products

At this hearing focal point was Government Accountability Office GAO study

requested by Congress which found that the information provided to consumers by
bottlers about bottled water quality testing and sourcing is less than what EPA

requires ofpublic water systerns and that consumers may benefit from such

additional inibimation

In conjunction with this hearing members of Congress escalated this inquiry by

contacting major U.S water bottlers including our Company formally requesting

information regarding water quality controls breaches in water quality and the names
and locations of each companys water sources

An October 172008 New York Times editorial Water and What Else stated that

public water supplies water quality reports are not always as helpful as they should

be. but at least they are readily available and the annie details should be publicly

available for bottled water...for the extra cost and the promise of added

purity. .consumers should be able to see certified data that prove it
CocaColas major competitors Pepsi and Nestle have changed the labels of tap-

water-based brands Aquafina and Pure Life to clearly indicate at the point of sale that

their water is sourced from public water utilities while Coca-Cola has failed to take

similar action

Although the company has reduced the weight of Dasani brand water bottles and has

taken other steps to reduce energy use studies show bottled water consumes much more

energy than tap water 2009 study published in Environmental Research Letters %und
that bottled water uses as much as 2000 times the energy of tap water

Resolved

Shareholders ask the company to publish report at reasonable expense and excluding

proprietary information discussing policy options to respond to the public concerns

described above regarding bottled water including but not limited to the options of

providing addItional information to consumers or firther modliring the production

delivery or sale of bottled water products so as to minimize environmental and energy

impacts
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FAX

To The Coca-Cola Company
Ann Jane Kamenz

Securities Counsel

404 598 2187 fax

Eleanor Hand

Coca-Cola Comuanv ahareouner

RSMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-1

Date November 242009

Re Shareowner propnsal entitled The Bottled Water Iuuc

Fages includIng this page

Please find the attached letter In response to your letter to me notifying me of

defidendes In my co-filing of the captioned abareowuer proposal

For the record youll note that received your certified letter on Thursdy Nov 19

200 after retunilug from vacation
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Ms Eleanor Hand

FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

Nov 24 2009

The Coca-Cola Company
Jane kamenr Securities Counsel

NAT2136 P.O 8ox1734
One Coca-Cola Plaza

Atintci Georgia 30301

Re Shareowner resolution entitled The Bottled Water Issue

Dear Ms Kamenz

receIved your certified letter only on Thursday November 19 after returning

from vacation The letter indicated deficiencies In myco-tiling of the captioned

shareowner resolution in view of the deficiencies you dte It occurs to methat

yoti may Aot have received packet FedLxed to accompany the fax

In any event this letler will confirm that It Is indeed my Intent to co-file the

resolution pursuant to Rule 14a-8 of the Securities and ExchangeActof 1934

Also please note that It is my MI Intent to maintain position
of at least

$2000 of Coca-Cola shares up to and through the companys annual general

meeting in 2010.1 have Instructed myportfolio manoger RIan Fried of CIeon

Yield Asset Management to maintain my holdings accordingly

Finally have authorized Charles Schwab Co the holder of record of my
shares to disclose my beneficial ownership to you and to fox letter to you

certSI4ng those holdings are in excess of $2000 and have been held

continuously lbr more than year since 2001 In fact Barring unforeseen

tUOflrC$ you will receive the faxed document today or tomorrow

KIndly inforwue 0MB Memorandum röRkIWTJ Hausmon of Clean YIeld 802
533-7178 If there are any continuing defldencI hi this filing

Your trulyEA
Eleanor Hand

Cc Rian Fried and Richard Hausman Clean Yield Asset Management

Charles Schwab Team New England
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111111 Schwab
___________

INSTITUTIONAL
DATE

of pages including cover sheet

TO K1fl FROM Devin Charlesworth

COMPANY 11 coC c- Schwab lnsttutional

New England Team

RE

Phone 1-877-735.6340

Phone Fax Phone 1-877.806-4121

Fax Phone

REMARKS Urgent For your review Reply ASAP Please Comment

The information contained In thiS communIcatIon is solely Intendattor the use of the addressee and maybe conhldonhl3L Oriole coitned In

this transmission are for Informational piuposea only and are not recommendation solicitation or an offer to buy orsell any securitieb or other

instruments based on such aecwltiee TnforthAtiofl is obtainod tram sources behaved to be reliable however Schwab makes no other claim

regarding it aceracy completeness or reliability Schwab does not assess the suitability or give any assurance about the potential V31U0 of

any perIl rlnvestrnentorsecuæty My opinions expressed are subject to change without notice The informatIon herein is not fnterded to be

used as the sole basis of investment decisions Schwab It 1Tj2lates
anwor their employees andFor directors may have positions in securities

referenced herein andmay as principal or agent buy from orsell to customers Consultants to Schwab may have may have clientu with

pOsitions
in securities referenced herein Schwab cc its affiliates may perform or solicit investment banking or other services from any iompany

mentioned in this materiaL Unauthorized use disclosure or copying is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful If YOU have received this

communication In orror please immediately contacttha phone number listed above.
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chartesscnw1u

November 25 2009

The Coca-Cola Company
Attn Jane Kamenz Securities Counsel

Fax No 404 598-2187

RE ELEANOIG HAND/Account 1fr FISMA 0MB Memorandum MO716

To Whom It May Concern

Charles Schwab Co Inc currently holds 1233 shares of Cea Cola Company KO
common stock on behalf of our client ELEANOR HAND These shares have been

continuously held by ELEANOR HAND for the 13-mouth period prior to this date

Sincerely

Devin Charlesworth

Relationship Specialist

Schwab Advisor Services

Chre $c1wab Co Memef SLP


